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it is interesting that rice production in the
philippines was not found by the spanish

colonizers. instead, the spanish were quite
interested in finding gold and other

precious metals and minerals and these
were found in the highlands, not the

lowlands where rice was being grown. the
production of rice is only in the highland. i
found it interesting that this particular rice

is the most popular in the philippines.
however, rice growing in the cordilleras is
not unique to the philippines. this means

that the rice is said to have been cultivated
by the kankanay people in the headwaters
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of the chico river and in the babuyan island
region. the story says that the rice fields
were created by the igorot people who
were descendants of the kankanay. the

rice fields were created by the igorot
people using the services of the snake
tribe. according to the story, the igorot

people realized that the snakes were not
able to construct the rice fields. the igorot
people then went to the closest large river
for the snake tribe to build the rice fields.
the story goes that the snake tribe was

able to create the rice fields but the igorot
people were not happy with the quality of
the rice, so they decided to sacrifice a big

fish. the snakes agreed to the sacrifice and
put a promise of the fish to the igorot

people. the fish did not swim far enough
and the igorot people could not put the rice

in the fish. the story goes on to say that
because of this incident, the igorot people

decided that the snake tribe should not
have the rice fields and the people living
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near the river were given the responsibility
of the rice fields. when the rice grows, the
people sacrifice it to the spirits. the rice
fields are constructed by the snake tribe
and the igorot people only reap the crop

and bury it. there is a village near the river
where the igorot people live and this is

where they bury the rice. the igorot people
believe that the rice is a gift from the

spirits and it is for the igorot people to pass
on to other people. [5] they also believe
that the rice will carry the people when

they die. they believe that the rice will help
them find their way to the afterlife. [5] [6] i
also met a man named kiply that was born
in the babuyan islands, yet he is an igorot.
we met him because he was working on a

rice field with some other farmers that
were from his region. he was born in the

babuyan islands and was able to converse
in ibaloi. he also had a very good command

of the tagalog language and was able to
give me some insight into the language
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and culture of the igorot people. he told me
that the rice is not only a gift from the

spirits, but it also helps the igorot people
when they travel to the afterlife. he also

told me that the rice fields were created by
the spirits to help the igorot people and

that the igorot people were the ones that
used the services of the snake tribe to

build the rice fields. he said that the rice
fields were also created to provide water

for the people to grow their crops and that
it was the igorot people who buried the

rice. he said that the rice was made from
the sacrifice of the fish. [5] [7] he also told
me that the rice fields will help them find
the way to the afterlife. he said that the
rice fields were created by the spirits to
help the igorot people and that it is the

igorot people that use the services of the
snake tribe to build the rice fields.
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one of the oldest schools of thought is that
filipino mythology is derived from the

ancient hindu-buddhist "vedic" civilisation
(or indian civilisation) of the indian

subcontinent. in the philippines, the first
such school of thought was presented by

george b. albert, a filipino-american
historian who argued that native philippine

deities and mythology are derived from
ancient hindu-buddhist traditions in india.

[158] the first such group in the philippines
to promote indian mythology was the
katipunan. albert was also part of the

organisation, which was outlawed by the
colonial government. in this school of

thought, the philippine "sons of giants"
(known as kalakal in the visayan language)

are identified as "giants" who were
abducted from india by ancient filipino

peoples. according to this school of
thought, the local deities of the philippines
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were derived from "giant" ancestors that
came from the "original" land of the

philippines, and that their identities and
cultures were retained when these people
arrived to the philippines. according to this

school of thought, the philippines is
essentially an extension of the indian
subcontinent, with the philippines as a
smaller version of india. i have recently

decided to change my tumpi recipe
because i wanted to try a different type of
flour. this time i wanted to use brown rice
flour and i was not happy with the results.
the tumpi was not as crisp as i like it and it

was also pretty dry. i am also
experimenting with other flours such as

amaranth and buckwheat. i have not tried
these flours yet and i am not sure if they

will produce the same results as brown rice
flour. this is an experiment and i am

currently getting used to using different
flours. i plan on experimenting with more
flours and i am sure that i will be able to
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produce some amazing results. i am also
happy that i have changed my mind about

my tumpi. 5ec8ef588b
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